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Abstract 
Gutjahr, W., E. Welzl and G. Woeginger, Polynomial graph-colorings, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 35 (1992) 29-45. 
For directed graphs G and H, we say that G is H-colorable, if there is a graph homomorphism 
from G into H; that is, there is a mapping f from the vertex set of G into the vertex set of H 
such that whenever there is an edge (x, y) in G, then (f(x), f(y)) is an edge in H. 
We introduce a new technique for proving that the H-coloring problem is polynomial time 
decidable for some fixed graphs H. Among others, this is the case if H is a semipath (a “path” 
with edges directed in either direction), which was not previously known. We also show the ex- 
istence of a tree T, for which the T-coloring problem is NP-complete. 
Keywords. Graph-coloring, NP-completeness, graph homomorphism. 
1. Introduction 
A directed graph G is a pair (V’, Eo), where Vo is a set (the set of vertices of G) 
and Eo C_ Vo x Vo (the set of edges of G). For directed graphs G and H, an H- 
coloring of G is a mapping f: VG + VH, such that for all edges (x, y) E Eo we have 
(f(x), f (y)) E EH. G is H-colorable if there exists an H-coloring of G. 
If we carry the above definition of H-colorings to undirected graphs in the natural 
way, then &coloring (K,, the complete graph on n vertices) coincides with n- 
coloring (i.e., coloring with n colors such that no two adjacent vertices get the same 
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Convention: From now on, a graph is a directed graph! 
The strongest result on the NP-complete side has been obtained by Bang-Jensen, 
Hell and MacGillivray [l]: A semicomplete graph (i.e., a graph without a loop and 
with at least one edge between any pair of vertices) is Nkomplete if it contains at 
least two cycles and it is polynomial otherwise. Examples of polynomial graphs are 
VI: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
paths $-,, for n 20: @n is the graph with the vertex set (91, . . . , n} and the edge 
set ((i-J,i) 11 SiSn_); 
cycles Cn, for n 11: CR is the graph which is obtained from &- 1 by adding an 
edge from n - 1 to 0; 
transitive tour~~xwnts Fn, for n L 1: f,, is the transitive closure of $“_ 1; 
H” and H” for polynomial graphs H: H” (H”) is obtained from H by 
adding a new vertex X, which has an edge to (respectively, from) all vertices in 
H. 
fg o.lg fl’& j-p& 
Fig. I. A graph results from its predecessor byadding one edge. The first and third ones are polynomial 
graphs, the second and fourth ones are NP-complete. 
color). From this analogy it follows that deciding whether G is H-colorable is NP- 
hard, for directed or undirected graphs G and H [2]. Obviously, the problem is in 
NP. 
Here we are interested in the complexity of the H-coloring problem for fixed 
graphs H: 
Instance: Graph G. 
Question : Is G H-colorable? 
other names for this problem arising in the literature are “subgraph omomor- 
phism problem” [2,5], “F-coloring problem” [8] or “graph interpretation prob- 
lem” [6]. Hell and N%etPil [4] have settled the undirected case, showing that 
H-coloring is NP-complete if H contains an odd cycle (and polynomial time 
decidable otherwise). However, for directed graphs, the situation is less clear. See 
Fig. 1 to advocate this impression: It gives a sequence of four graphs, where for 
i= 1,2,3, Hi+1 is obtained from Hi by adding exactly one edge. The first and third 
graph give rise to a polynomial coloring problem, the second and fourth graph are 
NP-complete. (We abuse notation in that we say a graph H is NP-complete if the 
H-coloring problem is NP-complete, and His polynomial, if the corresponding col- 
oring problem is.) 
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The above graphs can be shown to be polynomial b,y more or less straightforward 
coloring algorithms. Note, e.g., that if f(x) = i in a &-coloring of a graph G, and 
(x, y) is an edge in G, then the color of y is completely determined by f(y) = i+ 1; 
similarly for C,,. Actually, the above examples allow a “deterministic” build-up of 
a coloring. 
Let us go through a few examples. A graph G is HI-colorable (Ht from Fig. 1) 
if and only if it is C+olorable, and so Hr is polynomial. Graph H3 is isomorphic 
to &j+r. A semicomplete graph with no cycle is a transitive toufnament and a semi- 
complete graph with exactly one cycle can be obtained from C2 or CJ by repeated 
applications of the operations +’ and +I. 
The goal of this paper is to extend the class of graphs which are polynomial. 
Perhaps most interesting, we show that all semipaths are polynomial, where a semi- 
path is a graph obtained from a path by changing the direction of some of the edges. 
This is true even if the graph H (the semipath) is part of the input. The reader might 
argue that this is not too surprising in view of the simple structure of semipaths. 
Would one argue a similar case for trees? In order to put our result in a better 
perspective, we exhibit a tree 7’, for which the T-coloring problem is NP-complete. 
Section 2 proposes a basic graph property, the so-called X-property, which en- 
sures that the polynomial (actually linear) algorithm introduced in Section 3 works 
correctly. Section 4 extends the power of the algorithm to a larger class of graphs. 
Section 5 demonstrates that there is a tree T for which the T-coloring problem is 
NP-complete. Finally, a short discussion in Section 6 concludes the paper (among 
others, we cite here a graph that is polynomial but does not fit into our framework). 
One more notion before we plunge into the rest of the paper. Graphs Hr and Hz 
are termed color-equivalent if, for all graphs G, G is &colorable iff G is Hz- 
colorable. It is easily seen that this holds if and only if N1, is &-colorable and Hz 
is I+colorable. For example, if HI and Hz contain a Cr , then they are color- 
equivalent. 
2. The graph property 8 
We start this section by introducing the most important definition of the paper. 
Fig. 2. The z-graph Hs together with its visualized &enumeration 
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Definition. Let H be a graph and let (ur, u2, .. . , v,), n = 1 V*I, be an enumeration of 
its vertices. We say, a pair (01, Vj) dominates a pair (vk, VI), or (vi, vj)Z(vk, vi), for 
short, iff iz k and j& hold, and we say the pairs (Vi, Vj) and (vk, v,) are crossing, 
iff none of the two pairs dominates the other one (i.e. either i> k and j< I, or i< k 
and j> I). For pairs (vi, Vj) and (04, VI), the pair (U,in(i,k)r Vmintj,,)) is called the X- 
pair (spoken as: ex-underbar) of (Vi, Vi) and (vk, VI). 
An enumeration of the vertices of H is called an ?&enumeration, if for all pairs 
of edges (vi, uj) and (vk, vi) in EH, the X-pair of (Vi, Vj) and (vk, VI) is in EH, too. 
The graph H has the &property (is an X-graph), if there exists an &enumeration 
of its vertices. 
In Fig. 2, an example for an X-graph is given. In order to visualize the X- 
property of a graph H, we consider two vertical bars with n&es 1 through 1 VH/ 
bottom-up. An edge (Vi, Uj) is now represented by an arc from the node i on the left 
to node j on the right bar. Two edges (vi, Vj) and (vk, VI) are crossing if and only 
if their corresponding arcs cross, and their X-pair is the “base” of the “X” deter- 
mined by the crossing arcs. This explains the perhaps mysterious notation “X”. In 
Fig. 2, the only crossing edges of H5 are (2,4) and (4,3), and obviously, their X- 
pair (2,3) is an edge, too, Hence, WS is an X-graph. 
In the next section, we will show that deciding whether a graph G is H-colorable 
or not, can be done in polynomial time if H has the &property. To simplify the 
presentation of our results, we introduce the following notation: 
Notation. If H is an X-graph, then we assume that VH= (1,2, . . . , n), and that 
(192, l *., n) is an X-enumeration of VH. 
The following two lemmas how that all semipaths and all transitive tournaments 
belong to the family of X-graphs. 
Lemma 2.1. Every semipath P is an z-graph. 
Proof. An enumeration of a semipath obtained by starting at one vertex of degree 
one, walking through the semipath and ending at the other vertex of degree one is 
obviously an X-enumeration. Cl 
Lemma 2.2. For each n 22, ?* has the Kpropert... 
Proof. For a transitive tournament T= Fn, there exists an ordering (t!, t2, . . . , t,) of 
Vr such that ET can be defined as (ti, tj) E ET iff i< j. We show that this ordering 
already is an &enumeration. Let (i, j) and (k, I) be two crossing edges in ET such 
that ic k and j>l. By the ordering, k< I must hold. This implies i< k<I, and thus 
the X-edge (i,I) is in ET, too. q 
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Definition. For two colorings fi and f2 of a graph G with colors (1,2, . . . , n}, we 
write fi I& if and only if f,(x) I&), for all vertices x of G. An H-coloring f is 
called the minimum H-coloring of G, if flf’ holds, for all H-colorings f ‘. 
Our algorithm will actually construct minimum H-colorings. To this end we will 
make use of the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.3. Let H be an &graph. For x, y E Vi (but (x, y) not necessarily an edge 
in EH!), let 9(x, y) denote the set of all edges in EH that dominate (x, y). Then 
g(x, y) is either empty or contains a uniquely defined minimum element. 
Proof. If 9(x, y) is empty, there is nothing to show. Hence, assume 9(x, y) is not 
empty and contains two different minimal edges. But then the X-pair of these 
edges, that is dominated by both of them, is in 9(x, y), too; a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let H be an &graph, n = 1 V,l and (1,2, .. . , n) be an &enumeration 
of its vertices. Then every H-colorable graph G has a minimum H-coloring f. 
Proof. We prove that for any two H-colorings fi and fi of G, there always exists 
an H-coloring f3 of G, such that f3rfi and f3 If2 holds. Similarly as in the proof 
of the last lemma, we the:; conclude that the set of all H-colorings of G cannot con- 
tain two different minimal colorings, nor is empty (as G is H-colorable). 
We set fJx) := min{ fi(x), f2(x)), for all vertices x in Vo. That means, every edge 
(x,Y) that was colored by (fi(xhfi(u)) and (f2(x),f2(y)) (in fi and f2, respectively), 
is now colored by the X-pair of these two edges. By definition, this pair is in EH, 
too. Obviously, f3 rfi and fJ If2 holds, and our proof is complete. El 
3. The algorithm 
We now present an algorithm, called X-algorithm, for H-coloring a graph G 
which works correctly, if H has the &property. 
We assume, as mentioned above, that VH = (1,2, . . . , n}. The algorithm will ac- 
tually try to compute a minimum H-coloring f of G. 
The X-algorithm will use the following two basic “data structures”: First, a col- 
oring$: V.+ {1,2,..., n) (which is not necessarily an H-coloring!) and secondly, a 
subset 8 of the edges in Eo. Throughout he algorithm, we will keep the following 
two invariants: 
(i) If there is a minimum H-coloring f of G, then &f. 
(ii) For all edges (x, y) in Eo - g, we have (f(x),3( y)) E EH. 
In more intuitive terms, (i) means that Scan be turned into a minimum H-coloring 
by “increasing” the colors used (provided an H-coloring of G exists at all). Condi- 
tion (ii) tells that the coloring yis a valid H-coloring for the edges in EG - g, while 
the edges in 8 still have to be checked. 
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The initial structure is clear: We let f= 1, and @? is set equal EG. Obviously, Sand 
%’ fulfill invariants (i) and (ii). 
Then we start checking the edges in 6 in an arbitrary order. If the invariants are 
maintained all through the algorithm and 8 becomes empty some time, then because 
of condition (ii), it is clear that fis a valid W-coloring of G. As long as @7# 0, the 
checking of the edges in I is done in the following way: 
Consider some edge (x,y) in @?. By Lemma 2.3, the set 6(~(x),~(y)) of all edges 
dominating (ji<x),_/( y)) in His either empty or contains a uniquely defined minimum 
element. If 9(f(x),f(y)) is empty, the algorithm stops and says “G is not H- 
colorable”. Otherwise, let (i,j) denote the minimum element in 9(f(x),f(y)). 
Now, if f(x) f i then we set f(x) := i and we add all edges incident o x in G to 
the set K We proceed accordingly if j(y) + j. Then we remove (x, y) from 8 and 
go on checking. 
To prove the correctness of the algorithm, all we have to do is to show that in- 
variants (i) and (ii) are valid all through the algorithm and that the algorithm ter- 
minates in every case. The proof is done by induction on the number of checked 
edges. 
(1) No edge checked until now: The& 1 fulfills invariant (i) and 8= Eo makes 
EG - g fulfilling invariant (ii). 
(2) Induction hypothesis. The invariants (i) and (ii) are still valid after the check- 
ing of NrO edges. 
(3) Let (x, y) be the edge checked in Step N+ 1. For the unique minimum edge 
(i, j) in !&.?(x),f(y)), we observe that f(x) 1 i and f(y) 1 j holds for the minimum 
H-coloringfof G, provided it exists. Thus condition (i) is maintained in Step N+ 1. 
All edges that are incident o vertices with a new color after Step N+ 1 are added 
to 8 (except for (x, y)). From the induction hypothesis and the fact that (x, y) is cor- 
rectly colored, we thus get that condition (ii) still holds after Step N’+ 1. This com- 
pletes zhe inductive proof. 
If some edge (x, y) is added to %‘, the color of at least one of its incident vertices 
x, y is increased. Hence, each edge is Gti:L. odded to 8 at most 2n - 2 times and checked 
at most 2n - 1 times. If H is preprocessed, the minimum edge in S(s(x),f(y)) can 
be found in constant ime. If we consider ali edge for addition in 8 (even though 
it might be already in 8), then one of the colors of the incident vertices has been 
increased. Hence, the whole algorithm terminates after at most (2n - 1) l l&l 
checking steps in O(n l&l + 1 VoI) time. 
We summarize the result in the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1. For each s-graph H with n vertices, there exists an algorithm that 
decides for any graph G, whether it is H-colorable or not and constructs the H- 
coloring, if it exists, in O(n-+Ec I + I Vc 1) time. 
Due to Lemma 2.1, the theorem implies that the P-coloring problem is poly- 
nomial for all semipaths P. Actually, a stronger statement can be made. 
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Theorem 3.2. There is an algorithm that decides for any graph G and for any 
semipath P, whether G is P-colorable and constructs a P-coloring, if it exists, in 
WI vpl l l&l + I kl) time* 
Proof. Clearly, the &enumeration of a semipath P indicated in the proof of Lem- 
ma 2.1 can be found in 0( I ~~1) time. For a pair (k, I), the minimum edge in %r(k, I)
is one of the edges incident o max(k, I} (the verification of this assertion is left to 
the reader). Now the theorem follows along the lines of the above algorithm. Cl 
We finish this section with a lemma, that restricts the family of &graphs basical- 
ly to a subset of the acyclic graphs. 
Lemma 3.3. Let H be an &graph. If H contains any cycle, then it is color- 
equivalent to 2,. 
Proof. We show that if H contains a cycle then it must contain a er. To this end, 
let (1,2, ..* j n) be an &enumeration of EH. Let i be the smallest vertex in this 
enumeration lying in a cycle, let jr and j, be its neighbors in the cycle. Then EH 
contains the edges (i, j,) and (j,, i) with is j2 and jr zi and thus, the X-pair (i, i) 
must be in E, too. 
Hence, H containsa loop and any graph G admits an H-coloring - map all ver- 
tices of G to the loop-node. Thus it is color-equivalent to cl. Cl 
4. Extetiding the algorithm 
As it was seen, the family of &graphs already contains quite a number of graphs 
which thus are polynomial. But it does not contain the cycles and other graphs that 
are known to be polynomial. For example, the graph H6 = (V6, E6), where V6 = 
(or, 02, u3, uq} and E6 = {(u,, 02), (u2, u3), (u3, uq), (Q, Us)}, is easily checked not to be 
an &graph (see Fig. 3). We will extend our technique to show that H6 is also poly- 
nomial .
4.1. The cycle extension 
Consider the enumeration cf & in Fig. 3(a) which is not an X-enumeration, but 
nevertheless has other nice properties. 
The first crucial observation is that H6 is bipartite (i.e., &colorable), as there 
are only edges between the sets (1,3} and (2,4}. 
The other important fact is that the edges in H6 can be organized as in Fig. 3(b): 
The set of edges going from (1,3} to { 2,4} has the &property and the set of edges 
going from { 2,4) to (1,3} has it, too. This makes H6 a special instance of the 
graph family described in the following definition. 
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Fig. 3. (a) The graph He; and (b) an representation f its edges. 
Definition. A graph H= (V; E) is said to have the ck-extended ?&property, k> 1, 
if it fulfills the following two conditions: 
(i) c is &colorable. Now let Vi, V$ . . . , V,k denote the partition of V induced 
by an &coloring, such that 
k-l 
Ec_ u (VAX v$+‘)u(v;x v;,. 
i=l 
(ii) There exists an enumeration of the vertices in V such that each subgraph of 
H with edge set En (VA x V’,‘), 1~ ii k - 1, or En (V,; x Vi) has the &property 
(together with its induced enumeration). 
In connection with item (i) of the above definition, it should be mentioned that 
the used partition is unique up to a circular rotation of the Vi for weakly con- 
nected graphs. This can be seen easily: If we have chosen the color of one vertex, 
this vertex uniquely determines the colors of all the other vertices. At the same time, 
this simple observation gives rise to an algorithm, testing for a &coloring and 
constructing it, that runs in polynomial time. 
Note that the C,-efrtended &property is equivalent o the X-property. 
For F,nzl, let Pn,,, denote the graph that results from glueing together the 
paths P, and & at their starting and end vertices. Obviously, the graph ?&$s 
color-equivalent to & and therefore a polynomial graph, All other ?n,m are Ck- 
extended X-graphs, for some k (and thus polynomial graphs, as it will be shown in 
this section). 
Lemma 4.1. Let n,mrl, nfm. Then ?,,, is c1! &extended &graph, for some in- 
teger krl. 
Proof. ,W.l.o,g, we assume n>m. Let n -m =p. As n + l(todp) = m + l(modp) 
holds, P,,, m is C,-colorable. We define an enumeration of Pn,,,, in the following 
way. 
Theverticeson&get thenumbers (1,2,3,4,...,p,p+l,p+3,...,p+1+2(m-l)= 
n+m-l,n+m) and the vertices on 5m get the numbers 
(l,p+2,p+4, . . . sp+2(m- 1)= n +m -2,n +m}. It is easily checked that this 
enumeration is a CP-extended X-enumeration. Cl 
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Theorem 4.2. For every graph H with n vertices that has the &extended & 
property, there exists an algorithm that tests for any graph G, whether G is H- 
colorable or not and constructs an H-coloring (if it exists) in O(k. n 8 1 Eo I+ 1 VoI) 
time. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by explicitly giving the algorithm. We use the notation 
introduced in the above definition. Let (1,2, . . . , n) be an &-extended & 
enumeration of V’,= For XE c/H, we denote by set(x) that one of the sets 
VA, v,: , l -w ,y+& for which XE set(x) holds. 
As H is Ck-colorable, every graph G colorable by H must be &colorable, too. 
Thus we start by testing, whether G is &colorable. If it is not, we stop with the 
result “G is not H-colorable”, if it is, we calculate the partition Vi, Vz, . . . , v,k of 
Vo induced by this coloring. 
We now consider some fixed vertex xl in VA. xl must be colored by some color 
in one of the sets VA, 1 I is k, and we will only examine the case where it gets a 
color in I/$.- (If we do not succeed in finding an H-coioring in this case, we check 
the cases where it gets a color in V’$ Vi, . . . and so on. If we discover a valid color- 
ing, everything is alright, if we do not, no coloring can exist.) Our assumption im- 
plies that all vertices in VA must get a color in VA, 1 I is k. 
We are ready to give the adapted &algorithm. 
l The initial structure is changed as follows: For XE V&f(x) is initially set to the 
smallest color in VA. g is set to Eo again. 
l To modify the edge-checking step, we orlly need to change the set of dominating 
edges 9(x, y) to %I(x, y) n (set(x) x set(x)). All the rest is done exactly the same 
way as in the X-algorithm. 
Why does our modified algorithm work correctly? 
The only thing to say is that we restrict he colors possible for a vertex to those 
that actually can be used to color it. If x is in Vi, it only can be colored by a color 
in VA. Hence, it does not make sense to initialize f(x) with any color outside of VA, 
and thus it is set to the smallest possible color in this set. Analogously, if XE VY 
and YE VL+l holds, only dominating edges need to be considered that appear be- 
tween VA and V& ‘. 
Constructing a &-coloring for G (if one exists) can be done in time propor- 
tional to i&i. As, in the worst case, the whole extended algorithm consists of such 
a construction together with k applications of the &algorithm, its running time lies 
in the claimed O(k l ti 0 &I) bound. 0 
Obviously, &extended X-graphs can contain cycles and we have eliminated 
that weak point of the X-graphs. But the next lemlna gives us a throwback, again. 
Lemma 4.3. Let H be a &-extended &graph. If H contains any cycle, then it is 
color-equivalent to Zk. 
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Proof. By definition, His &-colorabk and thus the length of any cycle in H must 
be a multiple of k. Now let I$,, Vi, . . . , Videnote the partition of C/induced by thid_ 
&-coloring. Consider an &-extended &enumeration of M. Let C be any cycle in 
H and for 1 sir k, let vi be the smallest number in the enumeration that is con- 
tained in VA n V& Because of the &property that holds between the classes Vk 
and V”“‘, the sequence (v,, ~2, . . . , vk) itself forms a cycle in H. 
Hence, the ck-colorable graph H contains a Ck as subgraph and so W is color- 
equivalent to Ck. q 
We finish this section with the observation that the &property is a special case 
of the &extended &-property (if k is set equal one). 
4.2. The gmft extension 
Although we extended the &-property, there is still a very simple polynomial 
graph not covered yet. The graph H7 = (6, Et), where I$ = { 1,2,3,4} and E, = 
{ (1,2), (2,3), (2,4), (3,4), (4,3)) (see Fig. 4), can be shown to be polynomial, and still 
it does not belong to the extended &-class. 
If we contract he vertices 3 and 4 in H, to a single vertex, we -eceive the directed 
path $2. This similarity to fi2 will be used to drag Al, on our side. We start with a 
definition. 
Definition. Let J= (VJ, EJ) be a loopfree X-graph with &enumeration (1,2, . . . , n). 
Let K = (V’& EK) be a polynomial digraph. W.1.o.g. let VJ r7 VK = 0. 
&graft(J, K) is the graph H= (VH, EH) defined as follows: 
VH = V,U VK- (n> 
(i.e., the union of both vertex sets without the vertex with 
EH = EK u {(x,Y) I (x,Y~&,, xfn, Y +m> 
U{(X,Y)IX~~,YEVK, (.wkEJ) 
U ((X,Y) 1 XE VK, Y E VJ, hybzEJ) 
highest X-number in J) 
(i.e., the edges in K and the edges in J that are not incident o n, together with all 
edges from a vertex  to K, if there is an edge in J going from x to n, together with 
all edges from K to a vertex x, if there is an edge in J from n to x). 
Fig. 4. The polynomial graph HT. 
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If we contract he subgraph K in &graft(J,K) to a single vertex, the resulting 
graph is isomorphic to J. Obviously, H, is the graph &graft@&). 
Note that the definition of &graft(J, K) depends on the X-enumeration of J, 
which is not unique, in general. If we consider graphs X-graft(&H), then we 
recognize a familiar operation from the introduction: 
Lemma 4.4. Let H be a graph and $1 =((Q, UZ), {(Q, ~2)))~ Then &-graft&, H) 
with X-enumeration (vl, v2) equals H’ 1 
H’? 
and with X-enumeration (v2, v,) equals 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
Theorem 4.5. If J is an &graph without loops and K is a pol;?nomial graph, then 
coloring by H = X-graft (J, K) is polynomial time decidable. 
Proof. We analyze, whether some fixed graph G = (I$, Eo) is H-colorable or not. 
First, we apply the X-algorithm to G: We try to J-color it by the graph J that 
results from J by adding the edge (n, n). As (n, n) is the “highest” edge possible in 
Ej, no other edge can cross it and thus J is an &graph again. The only problem 
appearing here is, that J contains a loop. Hence, all graphs arc &colorable, as we 
can simply give color n to each vertex. The crucial fact is that we apply the & 
algorithm and the X-algorithm only constructs minimum colorings. What does this 
mean? All vertices in G that are colored by n now, can never get a color lower than 
n in a valid H-coloring, and thus they must get some color in K. 
Hence, we try to K-color the subgraph ,G(n) of G that is induced by the n-colored 
vertices. This can be done in polynom%4 time, as K is a polynomial graph, by 
assumption. If G(n) is not K-colorable, we stop and say “G is not &Fraft(J, K)- 
colorable”. If G(n) is K-colorable, then G is &graft(J, K)-colorable, as the follow- 
ing demonstrates. LetSdenote the coloring at which we are arrived now and let (x, y) 
be some edge in G: 
(a) If s(x) and $( y) are both in VJ, then (&),I( y)) is in EJ c EH: because these 
colors were only allocated in the ?&-algorithm. 
(b) If f(x) and$( y) are both in I+, then (S<X),~( y)) is in Ej: c EH, because these 
colors were only used when G was colored by K. 
(c) If s(x) is in I$ and $( y) is in VK, then the edge (f(x), n) is in EJ, as the color 
n was given to y by the X-algorithm. Hence, (&Q,f(y)) is in EH. 
(d) If s(x) is in VK and $( y) is in VJ, we have a case symmetric to (c). x got color 
n in the X-algorithm and thus, (_/(x),$(y)) is in EH. 
Summarizing, we can say that G is &graft(J, K)-colorable if and only if the in- 
duced subgraph G(n) is K-colorable. Cl 
It can be easily shown that every semicomplete graph with exactly one cycle can 
be obtained from & or c3 by repeated applications of the operations +* and +I. 
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By Lemma 4.4, this shows that these graphs fit into our framework. 
Though an X-graft(J, K) can contain a cycle and need not be isomorphic to a cy- 
cle, it cannot produce any new cycles outside of K. 
Lemma 4.6. Let H = (V& EH) be an &-graft(J, K). Then H contains the same num- 
ber of cycles as K. 
Proof. Assume, H would contain more cycles than K. Then parts of some cycle e 
in H must lie outside of K. If we contract he subgraph K of H, the cycle parts out- 
side of K produce a cycle in the resulting graph. But the resulting graph is the & 
graph J that does not contain any loop and, hence, by Lemma 3.3, it cannot contain 
any cycle; a contradiction. 0 
5. An NP-complete tree 
All we do in this section is to construct a directed tree T such that the T-coloring 
problem is NP-complete. Unfortunately, the tree T has 287 vertices; hence, some 
preparation work is in place. 
First, consider a weakly connected graph G which is &-colorable but not &_ 1- 
colorable. Then the &-coloring of G is unique. Recall that VF~ = (91, . . . , n> and 
E&= ((i-1,i) 11 s iln). The index of a vertex x in G, denoted iG(x), is the color 
it gets in a &coloring. 
Lemma 5.1. Let G and H be weakly connected graphs which are &colorable but 
not ?n _ ,-colorable. If f is an H-coloring of G, then iH( f (x)) = i&x) for all vertices 
xin G. 
Proof. Note that ic and iH are &colorings of G and H, respectively, which are 
unique, as we observed before. Since the composition of iH and f is a &-coloring 
of G, too, the assertion follows. Cl 
Our tree will consist of “superedges” and “supervertices”; the superedges are 
semipaths or trees composed of “normal” edges and vertices. TO this end let Pi, 
1 s is 6, be the semipath consisting of i+ 1 edges forwards, then one edge back- 
wards and then 9 - i edges forwards, again. The vertex of degree one with an out- 
going edge is called source of Pi and the other vertex of degree one is called target 
of Pi. Our superedges are now defined as follows (see Fig. 5): 
l cx=P,, j?=Pz; 
l a=P,, b=P,, c=P,, e=P6; 
l el is obtained from e by adding a vertex and an edge ; $nting from the uniqt I: 
vertex in e with two ingoing edges to the new vertex; and e2 is obtained from 
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e by adding a vertex with an edge pointing towards the unique vertex in e with 
two outgoing edges; 
l the definition of source and target of those superedges is carried over from their 
underlying semipath Pi l 
We use s-edge short for superedge, and we call the source and target of an s-edge 
the s-vertices incident o this edge. 
All s-edges defined are &colorable but not &-colorable; the index of each 
source is 0 and of each target is 9. Moreover, no vertex inside an s-edge has index 
0 or 9 (see Fig. 5). Note that e is subgraph of el and of e2, and so e is both, el- and 
e2-colorable. No other colorings are possible among s-edges, which can be seen as 
follows: If s-edge 0 is r-colorable for some s-edge r, then source (and target) of 0 
is colored by source (and target) of T (by Lemma 5.1). The (semi)path between 
source and target has 11 edges in all s-edges; consequently, all colors in an r-coloring 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Fig. 5. The superedges by, /3, a, 6, c, e, el, and 4. 
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Fig. 6. The NP-complete tree T. Black vertices are s-vertices with index 0, white (empty) vertices are s- 
vertices with index 9. 
of ci are completely determined for all vertices on this semipath, and they are legal 
only if these semipaths are the same in o and r. If o # r, this is only possible among 
s-edges e, el, and e2. Now it is easily seen that the additional vertices in el and e2 
prohibit all colorings except for el- and e2-colorings of e. 
The tree P’is given in Fig. 6: Only s-vertices are explicitly displayed and the s-edges 
are-represented byarcs (from source to target) with labels indicating their types. T 
is &colorable; black s-vertices are vertices in T with index 0 and white s-vertices 
are vertices in T with index 9. The only vertices in T with index 0 or 9 are the s- 
vertices. 
The properties we have developed above for the s-edges entail the following prop- 
erties for T: 
Lemma 5.2. Let o be an s-edge and let f be a T-coloring of o. For the source x of 
O, f(x) is a black s-vertex in T and for the target y of 0, f(y) is a white s-vertex in T. 
If CJ =e, then f(x) and f( y) are connected by an s-edge of type el or e2 in T. If 
ts + e, then f(x) and f(y) are connected by an s-edge of type G in T. 
We demonstrate that the ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT problem is polynomial time 
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03 
Fig. 7. The graph that corresponds to the clause cl = (x1,x2,x3). 
reducible to the T-coloring problem. As ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT is known to be NP- 
complete [2], this will imply that T-coloring is NP-complete, too. 
ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT 
Instance: A set Uof variables and a collection C of clauses over U, such that each 
clause cl E C consists of exactly three, nonnegated literals. 
Question: Is there a truth assignment for Usuch that each clause in C has exactly 
one true literal? 
For a ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT problem P= (U, C), we give a graph G that is T- 
colorable iff P has a solution. To this end, G contains for each literal XE U and for 
each clause cl E C a vertex  or cl, respectively. Let cl = (x1 +x2 +x3) be some clause 
in C. We connect he vertices cl, xi, x2, x3 in the graph G as demonstrated in A lg. 7 
(we take the clauses to be ordered triples). Hence, G is &colorable. All vertices 
corresponding to clauses have index 0, all vertices corresponding to literals have 
index 9. 
Which colors can a vertex cl get in a T-coloring? As an s-edge a points away from 
cl, cl must be colored by Ai, A2 or A3. Analogously, each vertex x must get color 
true or false, as an edge /I points to it. 
Now we take a closer look at the case “cl is colored by Ai”: 
l As there is an s-edge a pointing to the vertex Dt, D, must get one of the colors 
B,, C2 or C3. Moreover, colors C2 and C3 can immediately be ruled out, as they are 
too far away from vertex Al. This implies that D, is colored by B1 . As there are 
only four s-edges between vertex D, and xl (and all s-edges have the same length), 
color false cannot be reached anymore. Hence, xl must be colored by true. 
l Similarly as we got Bt to be the only color possible for vertex DI, we can show 
that D2 must be colored by Cl. Now the coloring of the s-vertices between 02 and 
x2 is completely determined, and x2 must be colored false. 
l Treating the vertex x3 analogously to x2 yields that x3 is colored by false, too. 
Now for reasons of symmetry, a case analysis for “cl is colored by 4” and “cl 
is colored by A3” gives Table 1. 
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Table I 
cl 
color Al implies 
color A2 implies 
color A3 implies 
XI 
true 
false 
false 
x2 
false 
true 
false 
x3 
false 
false 
true 
This shows, as a matter of fact, that if we find a valid T-coloring for G, this im- 
plies that each clause contains exactly one true literal. Hence, a T-coloring leads to 
a solution of P. 
It remains to show that, reversely, a valid truth assignment for the problem P 
leads to a valid T-coloring of G. But that is simple: A true literal gets color true, 
a false one gets color false. As the s-edge  is colorable by s-edges el and e2, it is 
easily checked that this partial coloring can be extended to a coloring of the whole 
graph G. Thus our proof 1s complete and we get the desired result. (Did we really 
want trees to be NP-complete?) 
Theorem 5.3. There is a tree T, for which the T-coloring problem is NP-complete. 
6. Discussion 
To begin with, the &classes do not contain all polynomial graphs. The graph 
Hs=(Vs,Es), where V 8 = { l,& $4) and & = ((1, 2), (1, 3), (%3), (3,4), (4 3)) (see 
Fig. 8) is a polynomial graph and does not belong to one of the &-classes (see [3]). 
All families of graphs, for which H-colorability is known to be polynomial time 
decidable, fit in our concept: The paths & and transitive tournaments ?n are s- 
graphs, the cycles 6n are &extended X-graphs and the semicomplete digraphs 
with exactly one cycle can be obtained from e2 or eJ by graft operations. 
More important, semipaths and “doublepaths” gn,,, could be shown to be poly- 
nomial by our methods, and this was not previously known. The result for semi- 
paths is “best possible” in the sense that there are already trees which are 
NP-complete. 
One issue we did not address here is the complexity of deciding whether a graph 
Fig. 8. The pl,lynomie! graph Hs that does not belong to any of the &classes. 
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has the &property or the &extended &property. We have seen that an & 
enumeration can be obtained in a straightforward way for semipaths, but no general 
results are known. 
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